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Noise performance of the radio-frequency single-electron transistor
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We have analyzed a radio-frequency single-electron-transistor~RF-SET! circuit that includes a
high-electron-mobility-transistor~HEMT! amplifier, coupled to the single-electron-transistor~SET!
via an impedance transformer. We consider how power is transferred between different components
of the circuit, model noise components, and analyze the operating conditions of practical
importance. The results are compared with experimental data on SETs. Good agreement is obtained
between our noise model and the experimental results. Our analysis shows, also, that the biggest
improvement to the present RF-SETs will be achieved by increasing the charging energy and by
lowering the HEMT amplifier noise contribution. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The radio-frequency single-electron transis
~RF-SET!1 is the fastest and most sensitive electrome
known today. Many schemes proposed for sensitive meas
ment applications have invoked the promise of the RF-S
for fast and ultrasensitive charge detection. These incl
quantum bits based on nuclear spins in silicon,2 charged par-
ticle detectors,3 quantum nanomechanical oscillations,4 and
single terahertz photon counters.5–8 It is one of the only tools
for detecting single electron charges at the nanometer s
and with gigahertz bandwidth. Although the RF-SET has
proached, but not yet achieved, quantum-limited sensitivi9

this does not represent a fundamental limit of the RF-SET
a detector. A combination of practical factors have limit
the ultimate sensitivity of the RF-SET.

In this article, we take an electrical engineering approa
to the RF-SET system: it is treated as two cascaded amp
ers, as illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. Ideally, the shot noise of the
first amplifier @single-electron transistor~SET!# dominates
the cascade noise properties. However, in the present
RF-SET systems, the second amplifier@high-electron-
mobility transistor~HEMT!# sets the noise floor. The scop
of this article is to present estimates for the charge and
ergy sensitivities of practical RF-SET devices by taking in
account the noise of the second stage HEMT amplifier ac
rately. A general conclusion of our noise analysis is th
even in the case of the best matching, the commonly u
state-of-the-art cryogenic HEMT amplifiers limit the overa
sensitivity. In order to take full advantage of the low noi
power of a SET, the HEMT amplifier should be replaced

a!Electronic address: leif.roschier@hut.fi
b!Permanent address: JILA, National Institute of Standards and Techno

and University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309.
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a low-noise, high-frequency superconducting-quantu
interference-device~SQUID! amplifier,10 reaching a noise
temperature of 200 mK or below.

The article is organized as follows: in Sec. II, the R
SET system under consideration is defined and an equiva
model is presented. Signal detection is modeled and analy
in Sec. III, and an estimate for the signal-to-noise ratio
given. Section IV discusses the shot noise of a SET in
noise power wave formalism. The experimental setup is
plained in Sec. V, which also shows how the model para
eters for the impedance matching circuitry and the ampli
noise characteristics are extracted from the measurem
The modeled signal-to-noise ratio, i.e., the calculated cha
sensitivity, is compared with the experimental values, b
for Al and carbon nanotube SETs. Finally, Sec. VI expla
in detail how charge and energy sensitivities are change
circuit parameters of a RF-SET setup vary.

Since this article is intended to be a practical guide fo
physicist considering the use of a RF-SET in their measu
ments, we have included many appendices that give spe
engineering expressions. This article discusses a more
tended analysis on the RF-SET than examined previousl
Ref. 11. In Appendix A, explicit expressions for matchin
circuits in theS-parameter formalism are given. Appendix
elaborates in detail how power is transferred between dif
ent components of the system. Appendix C gives a sh
introduction to different noise parameter formalisms. E
phasis is on the noise power wave formalism that is use
extract amplifier noise parameters. In Appendix D, transf
mation to the common Rothe–Dahlke noise parameter mo
is given.

II. RF-SET

A metallic single electron transistor is essentially form
by a small piece of metallic conductor, called an island, t

gy
4 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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is coupled to two electrodes via tunnel junctions.12 The dis-
creteness of charge and the small total capacitance of
island cause the current to be a periodic function of the g
charge with a period of one electron charge,e. Due to this
periodic modulation, a SET may be used as an electrom
with subelectron sensitivity.

In low-frequency operation, the charge sensitivity of
SET is limited by 1/f noise, which is, typically,>3
31024e/AHz at 10 Hz for metallic SETs.13 The bandwidth
of a direct readout is limited to approximately 105 Hz by the
high resistance;50– 200 kV of the SET and the large ca
pacitance;0.1 nF shunting its output. The bandwidth h
been increased to 1 MHz by using a low-temperature am
fier close to the SET.14,15 Such an approach has, howeve
serious problems due to the power dissipation of the am
fier that increases the sample temperature.

The major advantages of a RF-SET, compared wit
direct readout device, are broad bandwidth~up to 100 MHz!
and high charge sensitivity.16 This means that data can b
collected orders of magnitude faster than with a direct re
out.

The basic principle of a RF-SET is that a carrier wav
usually in the frequency range of 0.1–2 GHz, is reflec
from a combination of an impedance transformer circuit a
a SET, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The impedance transform
transforms the high impedance of the SET close to 50V, the
impedance of a regular transmission line. The change

FIG. 1. ~a! RF-SET system viewed as a combination of two amplifiers. T
first amplifier is a SET with a gainG15]Pout /]q and a charge noiseN1

5dq, whereq and P denote charge and power, respectively. The sec
stage is a power amplifier withG25]Vout /]Pin and noiseN2 . ~b! A more
detailed block diagram of the measurement system. The chargeqin is first
converted into a power using the SET, then transformed into a wave wit
V impedance and amplified. Finally, the power is converted into a sig
voltage using detection circuitry.

FIG. 2. ~a! Model for SET and resonant circuit.~b! Series approximation for
the circuit.
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chargedq at the gate changes the SET impedanceRSET, and
thus the dissipated power of the carrier wave. The signaldq
is carried as amplitude modulation in the reflected wave
SET is a nonlinear device, in general, but in this article
approximate it as a linear, real impedance controlled by
gate charge. We thus assume that there is only a s
amount of mixing from carrier frequency to its harmonic
To take the impedance as real provides a good approxima
as long as the capacitance across the SET (<1 fF) is much
smaller than the shunting capacitanceC (>100 fF) of the
impedance transformer~see Fig. 2!.

Another possibility to implement RF-SET is a transm
sion configuration, where the transmission amplitude of
rf wave is modulated depending of the SET impedance.17 In
this configuration, one does not need a directional couple
separate incoming and outgoing waves, as is the case in
reflection configuration.

The circuit describing the SET and the matching circ
in Fig. 2~a! have an impedance

Z5 j vL1
RSET

j vCRSET11
. ~1!

This impedance may be approximated as a seriesLCR reso-
nant circuit near the resonance frequencyf res51/(2pALC)
whenvCRSET@1, as illustrated in Fig. 2~b!, with the imped-
ance

Z5Reff1 j vL1
1

j vC
, ~2!

where

Reff5
L

CRSET
. ~3!

The LC circuit works the same way as al/4 transmission
line transformer18 with characteristic impedanceAL/C. The
frequency response of the series resonant circuit in Fig. 2~b!
close to the resonance is

Z5Reff1 j

2AL

C
Dv

v0
. ~4!

The reflected amplitude of the rf wave is expressed w
complex reflection coefficientG. The relation betweenZ and
G is

G5
Z2Z0

Z1Z0
, ~5!

whereZ0 is the characteristic impedance of a transmiss
line.

By looking at the Smith chart representation18 of G ~Fig.
3!, one can visualize howRSET changes the reflected wave.G
at theLC resonance (Z5Reff) is represented as a point o
the real axis (x axis! in the Smith chart. IncreasingRSET

moves this point to the left. The circles in Fig. 3 illustrate t
ideal frequency response described by Eqs.~4! and ~5!. Ap-
pendix A defines a more general formalism express
G(RSET) by S matrices. In theS-matrix formalism it is easier
to describe more realistic resonator circuits including

d
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parasitic terms of available passive components. IfReff

,Z0, the SET is overcoupled, and ifReff.Z0, the SET is
undercoupled to the feedline. The coupling is a measur
which component limits theLC resonance bandwidth. In th
undercoupled case, the SET and theLC circuit limit the
system resonance bandwidth, while the external gener
impedanceZ0 is the limiting factor in the overcoupled cas
We may define unloaded quality factorQSET5RSET/AL/C
and external quality factorQe5AL/C/Z0 . The total~loaded!
quality factor QL that sets the bandwidth is then 1/QL

51/QSET11/Qe .

III. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO AFTER DETECTION

We start the analysis for the signal-to-noise ratio by
fining a model for the reflected signal amplitude from t
impedance transformer:

v0@G01DG cos~vmt !#cos~v0t !1n~ t !, ~6!

where the reflection coefficientG is modulated sinusoidally
with DG cos(vmt) at the working pointG0 . vm is the modu-
lation frequency,v0 is the carrier frequency (vm!v0), and
v0 the amplitude of the incoming voltage wave.n(t) is the
noise term in the time domain. IfG0Þ0, the scheme corre
sponds to theamplitude modulation~AM !.

We assume that the signal~and noise! has been amplified
sufficiently, so that the noise added by the detection is n
ligible. The signal and carrier components from Eq.~6! can
be written in the form

s[v0G0H cos~v0t !1
DG

2G0
$cos@~v02vm!t#

1cos@~v01vm!t#%J . ~7!

The power spectrum consists of the carrier componen
frequencyv0 and two side peaks at a distance6vm from the
carrier. In the following analysis we assume thatDG/G0

!1 for diode detection~signal squared!, since otherwise
there will be contributions from sideband modulated noi
Also, if G0;0, the approximation that the carrier cos(w0t)
multiplies the signal turns out incorrect. In other words,
assume that the carrier amplitude exceeds the side-peak
plitudes substantially in diode detection. For homodyne

FIG. 3. Smith chart representation of an ideal resonance. Large and s
solid circles correspond to an overcritically and undercritically coupled re
nator, respectively.
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tection @signal multiplied with cos(w0t)], there is no such
constraint for the validity of the analysis below, since there
no need for a dominant carrier signal to multiply side-pe
signals.

After detection the signal componentd is

d[s cos~v0t !5v0

DG

2
cos~vmt !. ~8!

This signal has a root-mean-square~rms! amplitude

ASd5v0

DG

A8
. ~9!

The noise componentn(t) ~assumed to have a white spe
trum! is characterized by an equivalent temperatureT0 , such
that

SV5kBT0Z0 , ~10!

where Z0;50 V is the characteristic impedance of the
lines and the first-stage-amplifier input impedance.SV is the
power spectral density of voltage fluctuations over the a
plifier input impedance. The equivalent temperatureT0 in-
cludes all noise sources affecting the SET readout. It is to
noted thatT0 is not the effective extended noise temperatu
Tee that is defined by a voltage noise generator with spec
densitySV54kBTeeRe(ZS) in series with the source imped
anceZS .19

In order to compare signal and noise after detection,
has to calculate the power spectral densitySy of the noise
after detection

y~ t ![n~ t !cos~v0t !, ~11!

which yields20

Sy~v!5 1
4 @SV~v2v0!1SV~v1v0!#. ~12!

When both negative and positive frequency parts of the te
SV(v2v0) are taken into account~we return to think in
terms of only positive frequencies!, we find for the rms noise
amplitude per unit band

ASy5AkBT0Z0

2
. ~13!

The signal-to-noise~S/N! ratio becomes

S

N
5ASd

Sy
5

v0DG

A4kBT0Z0

. ~14!

This can be converted into an effective charge noise
pressed in units ofe/AHz using the equation:

DG5&DG rms5
]G

]q
&dqrms, ~15!

where rms quantities are used because the charge nois
typically, measured in terms of rms values. By setting S
51 in Eq. ~14!, we find

dqrms5
A2kBT0Z0

v0

]uGu
]q

. ~16!

all
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This is the basic equation for the charge resolution of a R
SET having readout circuitry with an equivalent noise te
perature ofT0 .

A. Estimated optimum performance for RF-SET

The most sensitive RF-SET system can be realized
minimizing Eq.~16!. First, the term in the denominatorv0 ,
the voltage amplitude of the incoming wave, has to be c
verted to a voltage over the SET. This can be done using
power coupling coefficientK ~defined formally in Appendix
B!. The quantityK is the proportion of the available powe
that is coupled to the SET from a voltage generator w
series impedanceZ0 . The available power of an incomin
wave isv0

2/2Z0 , and a fractionK of this power is coupled to
the SET. An equivalent expression for the dissipated powe
given by vSET

2 /2RSET, where vSET is the amplitude of ac
voltage across the SET. Thus, one obtains the relation

v05vSETA Z0

RSETK
, ~17!

betweenv0 andvSET. The charge sensitivity in Eq.~16! now
takes the form

dq5
A2kBT0RSETK

vSET

]uGu
]q

. ~18!

In general, the optimization of Eq.~18! will include
many details of the SET’s behavior, and can be quite co
plicated. For example, the analysis here has assumed tha
SET behaves as a linear impedance, which depends onl
the gate charge. In order to maximize the sensitivity, the
voltage on the drain and source of the SET,vSET, should be
made as large as possible. However, it is clear that a la
amplitude forvSET will eventually probe the nonlinearity o
the SET’s conductance, or that the effective reflection co
ficient will cease to depend on the gate. The maximum
lowable value ofvSET, and of the productvSET(]uGu/]q),
will therefore depend on the dc drain–source bias, whe
the SET is normal or superconducting, the temperature
operation, and many other variables. As a first step, in
article we treat the simplest case, a normal SET with z
drain–source bias. By examining the current–voltage o
normal SET~see, e.g., Fig. 5!, we see that the maximum
change in resistance of the SET occurs at zero bias, and
the gate modulation extends only to a maximum voltage
order the Coulomb blockade threshold voltage,EC /e, where
EC5e2/2CS and is governed by the total island capacitan
CS . If all the other parameters~including the resistance o
the SET! can be held fixed, a higher charging energy allo
a larger maximum voltage, and in turn a lower charge no
contribution from the readout amplifier. This type of reaso
ing also assumes that the SET’s response to the rf voltag
instantaneous, or that the tunneling rate through the devic
larger than the frequency of the rf excitation. Although E
~18! requires simplified or phenomenologically determin
values of the optimum voltage and the gate modulation
the impedance (]uGu/]q), with these inputs it allows the
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charge sensitivity to be simply expressed in terms of pra
cal parameters, and can then be used in minimizing the n
added by the rf readout of the SET.

IV. DEPENDENCE OF SYSTEM NOISE TEMPERATURE
ON SET IMPEDANCE AND BIAS

The preceding sensitivity analysis ignores both the lo
frequency 1/f noise, and the intrinsic~shot! noise of the SET,
and furthermore, assumes that the system noise temper
is independent of the impedance at the rf amplifier’s inp
which can in fact vary as the SET’s impedance varies w
gate. In this section, we present a more complete mode
the system noise, which allows us~cf. Sec. V C! to use the
dependence on the drain–source and gate bias of the SE
extract the full noise properties of the rf amplifier. First, w
assume that an amplifier~power gainGP) with correlated
noise wave amplitudesAn moving towards amplifier input
andBn moving towards the SET~see Appendix C!, we can
write down a formula for the noise powerNP over the band-
width B

NP5GPB~ uAnu21uGu2uBnu212 Re~GAn* Bn!1NkBTm!.
~19!

In Eq. ~19! G is the reflection coefficient of the noise wav
from the SET and resonant circuit@Fig. 2~a!#. The quantityN
~defined formally in appendix B! is the fraction of the avail-
able power dissipated in the resonant circuit.

System noise can also have a contribution from the s
noise of the drain–source current through the SET, which
coupled to the amplifier via the transformer. In the regime
Coulomb blockade (Vds<Ec /e), this shot noise has a com
plex dependence on the drain and gate bias, and a Fano
tor which depends on correlations in the tunneling throu
the two junctions. However, in the practical case we co
sider, where the HEMT amplifier is dominant, the shot no
contribution is small except at large drain–source bias.
high bias, we can treat the SET as a series array of
uncorrelated tunnel junctions, each of which has a spe
density given by the formula21

SI5
2eVJ

Rjct
coth

eVJ

2kBT
. ~20!

If the junctions are identical, we have to multiply Eq.~20!
with a Fano factor of 0.5 if the tunneling processes betwe
the two junctions are uncorrelated. Also, for the resista
we have to use the total resistanceRtot over both junctions. In
this case, we find for the power spectral density

SP5SIRtot5eVcoth
eV

4kBT
, ~21!

whereV52VJ is the total voltage across the two junction
The maximum power that can be delivered from the SET
a load impedance~i.e., amplifier input impedance! is the
available powerSP/4. This maximum power transfer occur
when the source and load impedances are conjugate mat
(ZSET5Zload* ). We can then rewrite Eq.~19!, now including
the shot noise contribution, in a form suitable for fitting:
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FIG. 4. Measurement setup.~a! A carrier wave is guided down to the SET using the RF IN line. An attenuator of 30 dB and a directional coupler with
loss attenuate thermal noise. The wave is reflected from the SET with anLC matching circuit and amplified with a chain of cold and warm amplifiers. T
signal is detected from RF OUT port using a diode detector.~b! Noise measurement schematic. The amplifier incorporates all the components starting
bias-T to the warm amplifier.Ta andTb illustrate two correlated noise power waves at the amplifier input. Noise measurement bandwidth was 5 M
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NP5GPBS kBTa1uGu2kBTb22uGukBTg cos~fg1fs!

1NkBTm1K
eV

4
coth

eV

4kBTD , ~22!

where theT noise parameters, defined in Ref. 19,

uAnu25kBTa , uBnu25kBTb ,
~23!

An* Bn52kBTgej fg, G5uGuej fs,

are employed. In practice, this noise powerNP divided by
(GPBkB) yields the equivalent noise temperatureT0 that de-
termines the SET sensitivity according to Eq.~16!. In the
format of Eq.~22!, T0 depends on source reflection coef
cient G. In our SET sensitivity analysis, we assumeT0 to be
a constant for simplicity. As seen in Sec. V C, this assum
tion turns out to be valid experimentally.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to test the formalism described in the previo
sections, we have measured the properties of two SETs:
Al/AlO x /Al device and one carbon nanotube SET. We w
discuss mostly the results on the Al SET and use these
sults, also, to characterize the measurement system
oughly. Our measurements were done in a3He refrigerator at
T5256 mK. The scheme of the electronic measurem
setup is illustrated in Fig. 4~a!. The effective circuit of the
noise measurements is illustrated in Fig. 4~b!. In the noise
analysis the directional coupler, the stainless steel coa
cable, the bias-T, and the second stage amplifiers had t
treated as a single amplifier unit. In the noise modeling,
effective noise of this amplifier unit deviates from the cry
genic HEMT amplifier22 alone, mostly due to the electrica
delay and attenuation of the directional coupler, the stain
-

s
ne
l
e-
or-

nt

ial
be
e

ss

steel coaxial cable~probably the biggest effect!, and the
bias-T. The dc lines to bias the SET and the gate were filte
with stainless steel powder filters.23

A. Extraction of matching network parameters

Figure 5 illustrates the measured current–voltage ch
acteristics, together with numerically derived conductan
curves from them. The inverse of the conductance was ta
as the resistance of the SET; the reactance of the SET
assumed to be zero. Using ‘‘orthodox theory,’’24 the mea-
sured IV curve at maximum blockade can be reproduc
accurately with the parameters:EC /kB;1.13 K, T
5280 mK, and a total large-bias resistance ofRS546 kV.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the measured frequency
sponse of the zero-bias SET. The resonance dip due to
LC matching circuit is clearly visible~at 471.2 MHz!. The
data were extracted by measuringS21 between ports rf IN
and rf OUT in Fig. 4 with a network analyzer. This corr
sponds to a measurement of the reflection coefficientG. The
measuredS21 included the influence of unknown attenuatio
and electrical delay from the components between the rf g
erator and the resonant circuit@Fig. 4~a!#. In order to deter-
mine G, S21 was corrected with a single, complex multipl
cative factor, determined by fitting the observed depende
of S21 vs v andS21 vs RSET to a detailedS-parameter mode
~Appendix A! of the resonant circuit~Figs. 7 and 8!.

The correctedG is illustrated in Fig. 6, along with an
ideal resonance circle. Extra ripples in the frequency
sponse are probably due to some amplifier and input ca
resonances. Also, slight gain variation with frequency is v
ible. These deviations from the ideal situation made the c
rection procedure discussed above a formidable task. It i
be noted that the dip inuGu is deep for both the maximum an
minimum blockades in Fig. 7. This is due to the lossy im
pedance transformer that was implemented using a surf
mount inductor formed from copper wire wound on a c
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ramic core and a capacitor formed from the stray capacita
to ground between the inductor and the SET@Fig. 2~a!#.

After the resonance frequencyf 05471.2 MHz was
found by measuring the frequency response with a netw
analyzer, we measureduGu as a function of the bias and ga
voltages. Diode detection was used to measure the refle
power @Fig. 1~b!#. The result is illustrated in Fig. 8. It is
apparent that theLC-matched SET is undercritically couple
at zero bias (RSET high! and passes through critical to ove
critical coupling (RSET small! as the bias voltage is increase
~Sec. II!. This behavior made the fitting more accurate b
causeuGu passed via zero, i.e., through the center of the Sm
chart.

FIG. 5. ~a! IV curves measured at maximum~dashed! and minimum~solid!
Coulomb blockade.~b! Numerically calculated conductance from the me
suredIV curves in~a!. The two curves correspond to the cases of maxim
~s! and minimum~3! Coulomb blockade.

FIG. 6. Smith chart representation of the measured, corrected refle
coefficient ~G! along with an ideal resonance circle. The lower and up
ends of the frequency sweep are denoted byf L and f H .
ce

rk

ted

-
h

We employed theS-matrix representation defined in Ap
pendix A to extract parametersC1 , C2 , R, andL from the
reflection measurements done over the whole variable ra
of RSET. The extracted parameters are tabulated in Tabl
The curves obtained using these parameters at both the m
mum and minimum Coulomb blockade are displayed in Fi
7 and 8. As seen in Fig. 8, the bias dependence of the re
tion coefficient G(Vbias) is very well reproduced with the
matching circuit parameters of Table I; the agreement in
frequency dependence is spoiled by the unknown resona
as mentioned before.

The calculated values ofK, N, and uGu are illustrated in
Fig. 9 as a function ofRSET. It is interesting to notice thatK
and N have slopes of opposite signs whenRSET.40 kV.
This degrades the RF-SET performance because]uGu/]RSET

becomes smaller.

B. Calculated versus measured charge noise

From the slope of the measured transfer function illu
trated in Fig. 10, we can estimate the variation ofRSET with
respect to the gate charge

]RSET

]q
53.44DR

1

e
, ~24!

on
r

FIG. 7. uGu at zero bias vs frequency measured for the Al SET at gate ch
values corresponding to the minimum~3! and maximum~s! Coulomb
blockade state. Solid and dashed curves are fits using the lumped-ele
impedance transformer and the measured zero-bias resistancesRSET

min and
RSET

max , respectively. The curves at minimum Coulomb blockade are shi
upwards by 0.5 units to enhance visibility.

FIG. 8. Measured~symbols! and calculated~dashed and solid lines! values
of uGu vs bias voltage at maximum~s! and minimum~3! Coulomb block-
ade. The minimum blockade curve is shifted 0.2 units upwards to incre
visibility.
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whereDR is the maximum change in resistance that the g
can induce. For our Al sampleDR544.5 kV, which yields
]RSET/]q 5153 kV/e. We takevSET5Ec /e5156 mV for
the optimum ac amplitude over the SET; this is the ma
mum voltage at which the resistance swingDR still remains
at its largest value. By using the fitted parameters of
lumped-element matching circuit in theS-matrix formula-
tion, we obtain]uGu/]RSET52.6mS from Eq.~5! at the ap-
proximate operating point withRSET5111.7 kV, which cor-
responds to the position of highest slope on the tran
function in Fig. 10. ForK we calculate a value of 0.62. Then
by using Eq.~18! and a constant value ofT054 K, as is
suggested by Fig. 11, we find that the charge sensitivity
comes 4.431025e/AHz.

For reference, we calculatedIV curves as a function o
gate charge using orthodox theory with parametersT
5280 mK, RS546 kV, andEC /kB51.13 K. From the cal-
culatedIV curves we determined an effective rms resista
Rrms[A^U2&/^I 2& as a function of the ac voltage amplitud
over the SET.U and I are the instantaneous voltage a
current of the SET, respectively. The average^¯& is taken
over one complete ac period. Then, by numerical minimi
tion of Eq. ~18!, we found the ac voltage amplitude and ga
charge for the best charge sensitivity. At the optimum op
ating point, we obtainedRrms5124 kV, vSET5152 mV, and
a charge sensitivitydq53.531025e/AHz.

These theoretical values can be compared with
charge noise measured at frequency 1.1 MHz, where the
tribution from the low-frequency 1/f charge noise is negli
gible. At Vbias50, we measureddq53.831025e/AHz using
optimized ac amplitude and gate voltage. The first theoret
estimation using the transfer function gave a less accu
estimate, owing to a large uncertainty in the values ofvSET

and]RSET/]q. In the latter estimation, using the calculat
IV curves, the result agreed with measurements wit
610%. Thus, our model, taking into account the amplifi

FIG. 9. The fraction of available power coupled to the load (K) and to the
coupling network (N), as well as the reflection coefficientuGu. For our
Al-SET, the dashed lines limit the range ofRSET that is usable for finding the
optimum operating conditions.

TABLE I. Parameters extracted from reflection measurements for the
pedance transformer.

C1 ~pF! C2 ~pF! R ~V! L ~nH!

0.239 0.208 12.0 256
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noise and the relevant passive components with fitted par
eter values, explains the measured charge sensitivity.

The charge noise of the aluminum RF-SET is mos
dominated by the amplifier noise in our measurement s
tem. In our analysis of the charge sensitivity, in fact, we ha
included only the noise from the amplifier system. The
trinsic shot-noise limit of a RF-SET is expected to be 1
31026e/AHz,25 so it is safe to neglect the shot-noise co
tribution in the present analysis.

Our aluminum RF-SET has an uncoupled energy se
tivity of dq2/2CS ;340\. If the lossy impedance trans
former were changed to an ideal lossless one, then this
sitivity would become;220\.

C. Shot-noise calibration of amplifier noise

In order to characterize the noise properties of the a
plifier setup after the tank circuit, we fitted Eq.~22! to the
noise measured as a function of current. In other words,
used the shot-noise of Eq.~21! as a calibration standard. Th
four extracted parameters in the noise power wave formal
are tabulated in Table II. The fitted curves and the measu
data are depicted in Fig. 11. It is obvious that the amplifi

FIG. 10. Measured transfer function, i.e., output voltage from detection
gate voltage. One period corresponds to a change of charge bye on the
island. The minimum and maximum values ofVOUT correspond toRSET

5134 and 89.5 kV, respectively.

FIG. 11. Measured noise power NP/(kBBG) in Kelvins at minimum~3!
and maximum~s! Coulomb blockade. The two topmost solid lines corr
spond to the fits obtained from Eq.~19! using the parameters of Table II
The dashed and dotted lines are amplifier contributions to the meas
noise for maximum and minimum Coulomb blockade, respectively. T
lowest solid curve illustrates the shot noise contribution to the measu
noise.
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adds a noise power corresponding to;4 K to the input sig-
nal over the whole bias range. Thus, our assumption of c
stant amplifier noise is quite well justified.

Figure 12 illustrates the effect of a varying reflectio
coeffiecientG on the amplifier noise. As the noise matchin
changes, the effective noise temperature varies betw
;3.7 and 5 K. Perfect power matching withuGu50 is seen
to be rather close to the optimum noise matching in
setup.

VI. MINIMIZATION AND SCALING OF THE CHARGE
NOISE ADDED BY THE RF READOUT

In the previous section we showed that our model
calculating charge sensitivities of SETs agrees well with
measured, experimental values. In this section, we use
same model, i.e., Eq.~18!, to estimate how good a charg
resolution can be achieved with a given set of paramet
keeping them still within the realm of technological feasib
ity.

The term ]uGu/]q is computed usingI (VSET,qgate,
t,TEC,RS) surfaces calculated with orthodox theory;t
5kBT/EC is the normalized temperature andTEC is the
charging energyEC in kelvins. As an effective resistance o
the SET we useRrms5A^U2&/^I 2&, where the averagê̄ &
is taken over one complete ac period. For matching, we
an ideal losslessLC-resonator impedance transformer as d
scribed in Sec. II. The impedance transformer is charac
ized by an impedanceZT[AL/C alone; no parasitic term
are taken into consideration. Thus, we describe the sys
with parameterst,TEC,RS ,T0 , and ZT . We maximize the
charge sensitivity with respect to the variablesVSET andqgate

under the constraint that the impedance of the matching

FIG. 12. Amplifier input noise equivalent temperatureT05Ta1uGu2Tb

22uGuTg cos(fS1fg) as a function of source reflection coefficientG. Note
that this is not the usual effective extended noise temperatureTee5T0 /(1
2uGu2) of the amplifier, where the noise generator is located at the sou
For more details, see Appendix D.

TABLE II. Extracted noise parameters in the power wave formalism for
amplifier setup including the components from the impedance transfo
output up to the last warm amplifier output~see Fig. 4!. For definitions of
the parameters, see Appendix C and Eq.~23!.

Ta ~K! Tb ~K! Tg ~K! fg ~rad!

3.78 1.22 0.35 0.56
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cuit hasZT,2500V. This impedance constraint is impose
because, whenZT@1000, theQ factors start to limit the
measurement bandwidth:ZT52500V corresponds to aQ
value;2500V/50 V550, and a bandwidth of 5 MHz if the
carrier frequency is 500 MHz. Also, a high-ZT impedance
transformer is more complicated to implement due to
low-frequency self-resonances of a large inductor.

Figure 13 illustrates the calculated charge sensitivity a
function of ZT for an amplifier setup withT054 K; other
contributions to noise have been neglected. Figure 13,
the following ones, can be considered as a set of guidel
for the estimation of technological limitations on charge se
sitivity. Some of the employed SET parameters may be
ficult to achieve simultaneously: for example, smallRS and
largeTEC are conflicting requirements in aluminum device
Carbon nanotubes, however, are rather exceptional in
respect and provide a smallRS and a largeTEC almost rou-
tinely, but often at the expense of irregularities in their ga
modulation curves. Figure 14 illustrates the charge sens
ity curves assuming an amplifier withT05100 mK. In fact,
these curves represent the viable performance of an RF-
in conjunction with a matched, high-frequency SQUID am
plifier.

In order to characterize the unavoidable trade-off b
tween the bandwidth and sensitivity, we plot in Fig. 15 t
product of the charge sensitivity and theQ factor of the
impedance transformer. This plotted quantity correspond
the inverse of the gain-bandwidth~GBW! product. Accord-

e.

FIG. 13. Charge sensitivity of RF-SET calculated from Eq.~18! assuming
an amplifier system withT054 K. The curves have been obtained with th
following parameters:~s! t50.1EC , RS550 kV, and EC51 K; ~3! t
50.1EC , RS5200 kV, andEC51 K; and~!! t50.3EC , RS550 kV, and
EC51 K.

FIG. 14. Charge sensitivity of a RF-SET calculated from Eq.~18! assuming
an amplifier system withT05100 mK. The symbols are listed in the captio
of Fig. 13.
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ing to Fig. 15, there is not much enhancement in the GBW
the RF-SET onceZT exceeds 1000V.

The noise added by the readout, expressed as the
coupled energy sensitivity of a RF-SET,e5dq2/2CS ~in
units of J/Hz! is shown as a function of the charging ener
EC in Fig. 16. The result depends strongly on the noise te
perature of the amplifier. Only whenT05100 mK, does the
noise approach\, on the order of the expected intrinsic noi
of the SET.26 Since our treatment does not include any no
from the SET, one should interpret a predicted energy se
tivity comparable or less than\ as a prediction that the nois
added in the readout of the SET can be made neglig
compared to the SET’s noise. In this case, though our an

FIG. 15. Charge sensitivity3 Q factor that represents the inverse of gai
bandwidth product. The symbols are listed in the caption of Fig. 13.

FIG. 16. Contribution of RF readout to the energy sensitivity of a RF-S
When the predicted contribution to epsilon/hbar approaches 1, the read
contribution is negligible and the SET’s intrinsic limits should be a
proached. Calculations are for~a! T054 K and ~b! T05100 mK, with an
impedance transformer ofZT52500V. The curves have been calculate
with the following parameters:~3! T50.1EC andRS550 kV, and~s! T
50.1EC andRS5200 kV.
f
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sis does not include the SET noise, we expect that the en
sensitivity of the entire system would approach\.

All the numerical results above with an ideal impedan
transformer can be summarized using a single phenom
logical equation for charge sensitivitydq (e/AHz):

dq'1.4631026ZT
20.91t0.59TEC

21.01RN
0.91T0

0.5. ~25!

The units for the parameters areZT ~V!, TEC ~K!, RS ~V!,
and T0 ~K!. This formula reproduces the numerical resu
over 0.01,t,0.3, 200,ZT,2500, 50 kV,RN,200 kV
with a 50% tolerance.

In order to estimate the SET electron temperatureTeff

due to the heating from ac bias, we calculate the hea
power P5vopt

2 /(2Rrms) using the effective resistanceRrms

5A^U2&/^I 2& and the voltage amplitudevopt at each opti-
mum sensitivity point with varyingZT , TEC, t, RS , andT0 .
For the electron temperature we use the modelT
;@P/(2SV)#1/5,27 where S is a constant of order
;1 nW/K5/mm3 andV is the volume of the SET island tha
we take to be of order 130.230.05mm3. By fitting phe-
nomenological formulaaTEC

a RS
b to numerical results, we find

that formula

Teff'2.453TEC
0.4RS

20.2, ~26!

reproduces simulated results within a 20% tolerance. T
units for the parameters are~K! for TEC and~V! for RS . We
find dissipated powerP to be uncorrelated to the paramet
t5Teff /TEC. Equation~26! may be compared with Eq.~32!
in Ref. 27 (Teff;203EC

0.4RS
20.4), which gives the effective

temperature of a SET with dc bias. Both models give sim
results whenRS;40 kV. One should note that the electro
heating is quite considerable and the electron temperatu
much greater than the base temperature of the cryogenic
paratus. For example, ifRS550 kV andTEC52 K, the elec-
tron temperature due to heating is of order 370 mK. Anot
conclusion is that in order to reacht50.1 one needsTEC

;6 K.
By combining Eqs.~25! and~26!, we get an estimate fo

the charge sensitivity that takes into account heating effe
from ac bias:

dq'2.4831026ZT
20.91EEC

21.36RS
0.79T0

0.5. ~27!

The units for the formula are~V! for ZT andRS , and~K! for
TEC andT0 .

As a test of Eq.~27!, we compare the charge sensitivi
calculated from it with four measurement results:~1! Al SET
in this work above,~2! the original RF-SET,1 ~3! RF-SET at
Chalmers,9 and ~4! a device made of a multiwalled carbo
nanotube.28 Table III summarizes the results. The resu
agree within factor 3.

In Table III, the most poorly known quantity from th
measurements is probablyZT . To calculateZT , we have
assumed the nominal inductance of the commercial com
nents used in the resonant circuits. Because the resonan
quency of the these circuits is close to the self-resona
frequency of the inductor, the inductor’s reactance will s
nificantly exceedZT calculated from the nominal inductanc
In a more rigorous analysis,ZT would be determined experi

.
t’s
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TABLE III. Parameters of RF-SET measurements and the estimated charge sensitivity using Eq.~27! except for

carbon nanotube sample. In carbon nanotube sample island volumeV is
1

100 of the typical metallic SET island

volume. This increases theTeff in Eq. ~26! by a factor (
1

100)
21/5, which is used in Eq.~25! to calculatedq. The

charge sensitivities in Ref. 9 have been taken to be a factor& better than reported (931026e/AHz) due to the
fact that in the article sensitivity was calculated from a single sideband. The enhancement comes from
that when the signal is mixed down, noise is summed as power, but signal as amplitude. We assume that
amplifier sets the noise floor and that the spectrum is white.

This work Al RF-SETa Al RF-SETb Carbon nanotube RF-SETc

ZT 758 V 283 V 1293V 900 V
TEC 1.13 K 2.1 K 3.5 K 3.5 K
RS 46 kV 97 kV 43 kV 150 kV
T0 4 K 10 K 6.3 K 4 K

dq calculated 4.831025e/AHz 1.531024e/AHz 7.631026e/AHz 4.031025e/AHz
dq measured 3.831025e/AHz 4.731025e/AHz 6.431026e/AHz 1.8631025e/AHz

aReference 1.
bReference 9.
cReference 28.
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mentally. Nevertheless, Eq.~27! provides a rather realistic
estimate for the limiting charge sensitivity due to the fi
stage~HEMT! amplifier.

In practice, when a typical RF-SET made of Al is ope
ated in the superconducting state, the SET seems to pre
three to four times better charge sensitive than in the nor
state.1,9

VII. CONCLUSION

We have performed measurements on aluminum
multiwalled carbon nanotube RF-SETs and analyzed the
sults carefully. We have developed a detailed noise mo
based on scattering matrix and noise wave formalisms.
signal-to-noise ratios obtained from our model agree w
with the measured charge sensitivities. Our formulation a
gives a recipe to extract noise parameters of the ampl
setup and the parasitic components of the impedance tr
former. It is found that, in our setup, the first stage HEM
amplifier is the most inadequate component contribut
nearly all of the charge noise.

Our noise analysis yields a general signal-to-noise r
formula ~18! that provides the basis for the estimation
sensitivities in RF-SET systems. Using Eq.~18!, we calcu-
lated numerically the sensitivity of a RF-SET setup with
perfect impedance transformer over a wide range of par
eter values. The results were compressed into a single
nomenological formula, Eq.~27!, that may be used to est
mate charge sensitivity of a typical metallic normal-state R
SET.

As a final conclusion, if one wants to enhance the s
sitivity of present-day RF-SET setups considerably, the no
temperature of the first~HEMT! amplifier after the SET
should be lowered and the SET charging energy should
increased. From Eq.~27! one notices how high charging en
ergy has major importance due to two facts. It allows a lar
ac voltage amplitude over the SET and it leads to a low
normalized temperaturet, which heating effects prevent i
smaller charging energy SETs.
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APPENDIX A: S-MATRIX REPRESENTATION
OF THE IMPEDANCE TRANSFORMER

In this section we write down explicitely theS matrix of
a network of lumped element inductances, capacitances,
resistances. The impedance transformer of RF-SET may
viewed as two impedancesZ1 ~the surface mount inducto
with its parasitic elements! andZ2 ~the self-capacitance of a
bonding pad!:

Z15 j vLi~R11/j vC1!, ~A1!

Z25
1

j vC2
, ~A2!

as illustrated in Fig. 17~a!.
The transformation from impedancesZ1 and Z2 to the

S-matrix representation is given by

FIG. 17. ~a! Lumped-element representation ofLC matching circuit. Imped-
ancesZ1 andZ2 represent the total impedance of the corresponding das
boxes.~b! EquivalentS-matrix representation.
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S115
Z1 /Z21Z1 /Z02Z0 /Z2

21Z1 /Z21Z1 /Z01Z0 /Z2
, ~A3!

S125
2

21Z1 /Z21Z1 /Z01Z0 /Z2
, ~A4!

S215
2

21Z1 /Z21Z1 /Z01Z0 /Z2
, ~A5!

S225
2Z1 /Z21Z1 /Z02Z0 /Z2

21Z1 /Z21Z1 /Z01Z0 /Z2
, ~A6!

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance by which theS
matrix is normalized.

APPENDIX B: POWER TRANSFER BETWEEN
AMPLIFIER, IMPEDANCE TRANSFORMER, AND SET

In order to understand how power is transferred in
circuit we consider a situation illustrated in Fig. 18. We ha
a source impedanceZS ~amplifier, 50V!, a matching net-
work at temperatureTm ~the impedance transformer! de-
scribed by itsS parameters, and a load impedanceZL ~SET!
at temperatureTL . We define constantsK (N) as coupling of
available power betweenZS and ZL (ZS and impedance
transformer!. A constant equal to 1 means that all availab
power is coupled between the objects. The available po
that is coupled neither toZL nor to the impedance trans
former is reflected back. Thus, we have an equation for
reflection constantG:

uGu21N1K51. ~B1!

We define the power gainG as

G[
K

N1K
. ~B2!

This is the ratio of the power coupled to the load to the to
power that was not reflected back. Note that this gain is
than 1 in the analysis of this article. By using Eq.~5.84! from
Ref. 18, we find an expression for the power gain

G5
uS21u2~12uG l u2!

u12S22G l u2~12uG inu2!
, ~B3!

where

G l5
Zl2Z0

Zl1Z0
, G in5S111

S12S21G l

12S22G l
. ~B4!

FIG. 18. Power transfer between the impedance transformer and the s
impedance (N) and between the load impedance and the source imped
(K).
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By using Ref. 18@Eq. ~5.83!#, we find K, the fraction of
available power that is coupled to the load:

K5
Zs

Z0

uS21
2 ~12uG l u2!u12Gsu2

u12S22G l u2u12GsG inu2 , ~B5!

where

Gs5
Zs2Z0

Zs1Z0
. ~B6!

If Zs5Z0 thenGs50 and we find a shorter expression forK:

K5
uS21

2 ~12uG l u2!u
u12S22G l u2 . ~B7!

Using Eq.~B3!, we can expressN in terms ofK andG:

N5
K2GK

G
. ~B8!

The above analysis allows us to calculateN andK from the
knowledge of theS matrix of the coupling network, and th
load and source impedances.

APPENDIX C: NOISE WAVE DESCRIPTION
OF AN AMPLIFIER

Linear, noisy two-port networks aretraditionally de-
scribed by a voltage and a current noise generator and
their correlation at the input of a noiseless network, as ill
trated in Fig. 19.29 Following Ref. 30, we define quantities

Rn5
uenu2

4kBTD f
, ~C1!

gn5
u i nu2

4kBTD f
, ~C2!

and the correlation coefficient

r5
i nen*

Auenu2u i nu2
. ~C3!

Using these quantities one arrives at the usual formula
the noise figure:

F5Femin1
gn

Rs
uZs2ZSOFu2, ~C4!

whereZs is the input impedance the two-port network se
and ZSOF5RSOF1 jXSOF is the input impedance that mini
mizes the noise figure~source optimumwith respect to the
noise factor!. The optimum values for source impedan
minimizing the noise figure are

rce
ce

FIG. 19. Traditional way to represent noise of a two-port network.
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uZSOFu25
Rn

gn
, ~C5!

XSOF5ARn

gn
Im r. ~C6!

By defining noise wave generators

an52
en1ZSOFi n

2AuReZSOFu
, ~C7!

bn5
en2ZSOF* i n

2AuReZSOFu
, ~C8!

describing a noise wave traveling towards the amplifier in
(an) and a noise wave leaving the amplifier input (bn), as
illustrated in Fig. 20, one can have two uncorrelated no
wavesif they travel in a transmission line with complex cha
acteristic impedanceZSOF in the amplifier input. This trans
formation transforms two noise sources with any correlat
into two uncorrelated waves by using a transmission l
with proper complex impedance.

In practice, however, we do not have a transmission
with a characteristic impedanceZSOF at the input of an am-
plifier. Then, the transformation of Eqs.~C7! and~C8! cannot
be employed to uncorrelate the power waves. It is conven
to define a pair of correlated noise waves traveling in
transmission line with characteristic impedanceZ0 denoted
by An andBn , as illustrated in Fig. 21.31 Thus,Ans , the total
noise wave due to the amplifier at the amplifier input can
written in the form

Ans5An1GBn , ~C9!

and the measurable noise power becomes

uAnsu25uAnu21uGu2uBnu212 Re$GAn* Bn%. ~C10!

We see that the correlation term in this noise power depe
on the phase ofGs .

Often in low-temperature devices, the first stage am
fier is a balanced one.32 For theideal balanced amplifier the
total noise wave is only a function of the magnitude ofG, not
the phase.33 This means that the total noise can be written
the form

FIG. 20. Noise wave representation with two uncorrelated noise waves

FIG. 21. Noise wave representation with two correlated noise waves.
source impedance is denoted by its reflection coefficientG.
t

e

n
e

e

nt
e

e

ds

i-

uAnsu25uAnu21uGu2uBnu2. ~C11!

Generally, the question is howbalancedthe amplifier is. In
practice, the measured noise power contains some correla
term that depends on both the linear magnitude and the p
of G.

APPENDIX D: EXTRACTION OF NOISE PARAMETERS

T-noise parameters may be transformed to the us
Femin, gn , andZSOF parameters using the identities19

Femin511
1

2Tr
@~Ta2Tb!1A~Ta1Tb!224Tg

2#, ~D1!

gn5
Ta1Tb22Tg cosfg

4Tr uRe$Z0%u
, ~D2!

ZSOF5uRe$Z0%u
A~Ta1Tb!224Tg

2

Ta1Tb22Tg cosfg

1 j S Im$Z0%2
2Tg Re$Z0%sinfg

Ta1Tb22Tg cosfg
D , ~D3!

whereZ0 is an arbitrary complex reference impedance at
input port ~usually, 50V!. Table IV displays the paramete
values that are obtained for our amplifier setup from E
~D1!, ~D2!, and~D3! using theT parameters of Table 3.

The definition for extended noise factorFe using
T-noise parameters is given by19

Fe511
Ta1uGu2Tb22uGuTg cos~fS1fg!

Tr~12uGu2!
, ~D4!

whereTr5290 K is the standard reference temperature
noise. The effective extended noise temperatureTee5(Fe

21)290 K of the amplifier system in Fig. 4~b! is illustrated
in Fig. 22 as a function of source impedanceZs .

e
FIG. 22. Effective extended noise temperatureTee of the employed HEMT
amplifier as a function of source impedanceZs . The contours denoteTee

5constant in kelvins.

TABLE IV. Extracted Rothe–Dahlke noise parameters for our amplifi
system including all the components from the output of the impedance tr
former up to the output of the last warm amplifier~see Fig. 4!.

Femin gn ZSOF

1.013 0.076 mS 56.17-j 4.22V
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